Intent to Minor in TESOL Form

Complete this form, and submit it to Professor Kim (SooHyon.kim@unh.edu). Note that minors are not tracked on DegreeWorks, and are not registered until you complete the Certification of Completion of Minor form. Completing this intent to minor form will ensure that Professor Kim includes you in correspondence to the TESOL program, including during advising periods.

Name:__________________________________________

Student ID:__________________________________________

Email:__________________________________________

Class Standing:

__Senior           __Junior         __Sophomore    __Freshman

Intended date of graduation: ________________________________

Check all courses, if any, you have already completed in TESOL:

__ENGL 715- Teaching English as a Second Language: Theory and Methods (REQUIRED)

__ENGL 716- Curriculum, Materials, and Assessment in English as a Second Language (REQUIRED)

__LING/ENGL 405- Introduction to Linguistics

__ENGL 791- English Grammar

__LING/ENGL 719- Sociolinguistics

__ENGL 752- History of the English Language

__EDUC 550- Language and Linguistic Diversity in Schools

__LING/ENGL 790- Special Topics in Linguistics (when offered on a TESOL-related topic)

__Any other courses in TESOL:_______________________________